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1 Introduction 

The cutting edge of designing for the user experience today is found in the arena of 
designing for the user’s cultural context {1}, {2}, {3}. This is primarily true because 
of global expansion of the Internet and Web usage. Brick and mortar businesses have 
learned to adapt their products to be culturally sensitive. For example, car manufac-
turers build the same basic platform with different styling and amenities depending on 
where the vehicle will be sold. To convey an appealing image to potential buyers and 
readers, publishers translating popular works into many languages usually have dif-
ferent covers designed for different countries: for this reason they aim towards the 
perception of an object and of its functions. We often differ in the way we experience 
the world around us. Our experiences differ relative to our primary language, educa-
tional practices, work habits, and what makes for an enjoyable experience, whether in 
what and how we like to play, what sounds that we appreciate, or colors that appeal to 
us {4}, {5}.  

2 E-learning and the Culture sensitive Human Centric Challenge 

The increasing interest in on-line learning leads us to seek answers to questions about 
how to provide virtual learning environments that enhance the learning experience, 
and at the same time address the needs of the culturally sensitive global learning con-
text of the World Wide Web. More specifically, we look for solutions to questions 
about making the virtual learning context user compatible, learner effective, and total-
ly accessible (universally usable). 

Human-centric e-learning design means designing for the user experience in a spe-
cific learning context. Designing for context means constructing suitable learning en-
vironments grounded in the learner’s learning ecology, be it a classic instructor-led 
classroom environment, learner-led customized setting, collaborative learning, or 
knowledge-based tutorials. We know that providing the right context plays a crucial 
role in learning {6}. Students who learn and then recall material in the same environ-
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ment with specific contextual cues will perform better than those made to recall in a 
different environment.  Embedded in any context are cultural cues and clues that 
guide the process of observation and interpretation. The challenge for the interactive 
e-learning designer is to provide e-learning content and tools that invoke the unique 
cultural cues of multiple localized, and potentially conflicting contexts, while at the 
same time allowing for a common virtual learning environment, where virtual learn-
ers are having shared content and experience.  

The fundamental challenge for the panel is for each panelist to put forward their vi-
sion for the future of human-centric virtual learning environments and virtual learning 
communities.  The panel will explore the issue of what “human-centric” in the e-
learning environment means, and how to resolve the issue of the seeming conflict be-
tween shared learning experience and the need to be culturally sensitive. 

More specifically, the panel will be asked to consider the following questions:  
1) What makes a virtual learning environment human-centric, and what are the re-

quirements to make such an environment compelling and in high demand by potential 
participants? 

2) Should the emphasis of learner-centered or user-centered, be more on the 
"learner" or the "user"? Is there a conflict to be resolved between “learner culture” 
and “user culture”? 

3) How do we take cultural usability into account? While e-learning is by practice 
global, it has to be culturally sensitive to learner's unique environment. How do we 
reconcile the need for cultural localization with the requirement for universally con-
sistent e-learning content? 

4) Describe your vision of an e-learning environment (existing or imaginary) that 
meets what you consider to be human-centric requirements and culturally sensitive? 

5) What are the implications of the growing virtual social networks, for human-
centric and culturally sensitive e-learning? 
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